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THE "UNKNOWN LANGUAGES" OF EASTERN TURKESTAN

The existence of an "unknown language", perhaps of
several, in Eastern Turkestan has been known for some
time; but no solution of the riddle, so far as I am aware,
has yet been found. The only real key to it, a bilingual
text, has not been forthcoming. There now seems a fair
prospect of that key being supplied by the manuscripts
discovered by Dr. M. A. Stein in the course of his recent
exploration, in the immured temple library of one of the
caves of the " thousand Buddhas", south-east of Tun-
huang.

A number of these manuscripts, all written in the
" unknown language", were very kindly placed in my
hands by Dr. Stein. A rapid examination disclosed the
fact that there were included among them two short
Buddhist canonical texts, both in a complete, or nearly
complete, state of preservation. They are the Apari-
mitayuh Sutra and the Vajracchedilcd.

The manuscript of the Aparimitdyuh Sutra consists
of twenty leaves, measuring about 14 x 2 | inches, with
four lines of writing on each page. The initial and final
pages are blank. The pagination numbers are on the
margin of the obverse of the leaves. The first inscribed
page (i.e. the reverse of fol. 1) begins with a small
coloured figure of the seated Buddha within a black-line
circlet, followed by the usual saddham (sic, for siddham).
The colophon identifies the text as the Aparamitdyd
Sutra [sic]. All the folios, except Nos. 7 and 8, are
written, in a kaligraphic hand, in the well-known upright
Gupta script of Eastern Turkestan. Folios 7 and 8 are
written in the peculiar cursive script, specimens of which
have been published by me in part ii of my "Report on
the British Collection of Central Asian Antiquities" (Extra
Number, Journal A.S.B., 1901, vol. lxx). These two folios
measure only about 12 x 2 | inches, with four lines of
writing, except on the reverse of folio 8, which has only
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two lines. They clearly constitute a later addition made
to replace the loss of the two original leaves. Their
peculiar importance lies in the fact that they will enable
us to identify with a close approach to certainty the
exact value of the cursive letters. With one or two
exceptions they seem to confirm the values given by
me to those letters in my Report above-named.

In the Calcutta collection of Nepalese Buddhist canonical
texts there is a copy of the Aparimitdyuh Sutra. In
Rajendralala Mitra's catalogue, p. 41, it is called a Dharaui,
No. B, 38. It consists of twenty-two folios, measuring
7 x 3 inches, with five lines on each page. In the
Cambridge collection of Nepalese Buddhist manuscripts,
described by the late Professor Bendall, there are also
three copies of the same Sutra, of similar dimensions.
I have not yet seen any of these four copies, but to
judge from their dimensions their text must be identical
with that of the manuscript in Dr. Stein's collection.
A comparison of the short extracts from the texts, quoted
in the catalogues of R. Mitra and Bendall, confirms that
conclusion. The Calcutta and Cambridge texts are entirely
in Sanskrit. They consist of a number of mantras,
many times repeated, and interspersed with explanatory
directions regarding their use. In Dr. Stein's text the
mantras are given in Sanskrit (more or less corrupt),
but the interspersed directions are translated into the
" unknown language", and the translation is to all
appearance a verbatim one. But whether this is so, or
not, can only be determined when the five texts are
fully compared. If my expectation should prove correct,
we should have here at last an example of the long-
desired bilingual text, the acquisition of which would
form not the least of the merits of Dr. Stein's successful
exploration.

By the time I return to Oxford I hope to receive the
Cambridge and Calcutta manuscripts of the AparimitaynJj
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836 THE " UNKNOWN LANGUAGES " OF E. TURKESTAN

Sutra; and it is then my intention to publish in a sub-
sequent issue of this Journal, in parallel columns, the
Sanskrit text of the Sutra, as collated from those
manuscripts, and the " unknown language" text of
Dr. Stein's manuscript, as well as photographic facsimiles
of all the leaves of the latter manuscript. This, it is
hoped, will place, in a convenient form, all the available
material in the hands of those scholars who may desire
to work on the problem of determining this particular
" unknown language " of Eastern Turkestan.

The manuscript of the Vajraccftedikd consists of forty-
four leaves, measuring about 10 x 2 | inches, with four lines
of large writing in the upright Gupta type of Eastern
Turkestani characters. It is, however, not quite complete:
only thirty-three leaves survive; fols. 11-14, 16-19, 39,
41, and 43, altogether eleven, are missing. The pagination
numbers are on the obverse sides. The text commences,
on the reverse of the first folio, with a circlet in the upper
right corner, followed by siddham. The centre of the
page is occupied by a large figure of the seated Buddha
within two concentric circles. The obverse of the first
folio is filled with a disorderly mass of writing in cursive
characters of varying sizes, among which the words Kalpa-
rdja sutra and Vajara-cltaidaki-prajndpdrd-saddfuitn are
legible. The reverse of the last folio has three lines, and
in the centre another large figure of the seated Buddha
within concentric circles. The first line gives the colophon
ha-ki Vajrachedaka ntr-sa-yd Prajnapdrdmma na-md-
nye 11 which, apparently, represents the Sanskrit drya-
Vajracchedikd bhagavati Prajndpdramitd samdptd of Max
Mliller's edition in the Anecdota Oxoniensia, vol. i, pt. i,
p. 46. Then, after a broad intervening blank space, follow
the other two lines, which read sa-ddham Vajrachidakyi
hi-ya-ttd, etc. The manuscript commences with a long
introduction in the "unknown language", of which there is
no Sanskrit equivalent in Max Muller's edition. The text
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itself of the Vajracchedika begins only with the second
line of the reverse of the third folio, where its beginning
is indicated by a circlet followed by saddham, exactly like
that at the commencement of the whole manuscript.

In conclusion, I may quote, as a specimen, the con-
ventional opening sentences of the two texts, printed
interlinearly, the Sanskrit in roman and the " unknown
language " in italic type.

APARIMITAYUH SUTRA

Evam maya srutam || Ekasmin samaye
Tta-tta mu-hurii-jsa pyu-ntd || Si-na be-lca

Bhagavan Sravastyam viharati-sma Jetavane
Gya-std-bra-ysd1 Sra-va-sta d-sta-vye-ji-vd Ri-spu-ra-

Anathapindasya [saiiigh-jarame mahata
bd-sra A-nd-tha-pi-ndi-hd-rti sam-khye-rma
bhiksu-samghena sardham 2 ardha-trayodasabhir

3 [ha-nsa] dvd-sse pam-jsdi

^bhiksu-sataih sambahulais = ca Bodhisattvair?
sau d-sri-ryau-jsa u-pha-rd-Jcyau Bau-dhi-sa-tvau

mahasattvaih [sardham] || Tatra
misty au~a-bra-ysu-na vu-ysyau-jsa ha-nsa2 j| . . .
khalu [etasmin samaye] Bhagavaii Mamjusriyam
. . . Tti-na be-ka-mi Gya-std-bra-ysd Mam-jii-srl

1 This is not exactly a translation of bhagavan. The element bga-ysa
occurs again below in mi-atyau bra-ysa = mahasattva, and means a ' ' being ",
aattva. The element gya-std occurs regularly in the closing phrase of
Buddhist canonical works, deva-asura-yandharva, etc., in which it
corresponds to deva. The whole word t/ya-sta-bra-ysa, accordingly,
appears to mean a " divine being ", or perhaps a " perfect being ". And
the phrase yya-std-nd yya-sta in the Vajracchedika would seem to
represent Sanskrit devdndfa deva, " most divine," or " most perfect".

1 The word sardham, = ha-nsa, is transferred to the end of the
sentence in the Eastern Turkestani text.

3 Here and elsewhere the Eastern Turkestani text is shorter ; the
reductions are indicated by dots.

4 The Eastern Turkestani version here seems to follow a different
Sanskrit text; apparently it means "twice five hundred ".

5 Mi-sta corresponds to Sanskrit malul. Compare mahatd, mahdsatlra,
mahdnagarlm in the two texts.

JRAS. 1910. 54
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838 THE " UNKNOWN LANGUAGES" OF E. TURKESTAN

kumara-bhutam amantrayate-sma || Asti Mamjusrlli
e-ysd-x.m1~gic-rste ib-ttai-pa-sti-sa \\ A-scd Mam-ju-sryu

uparistayaih Aparimita-guna-samcayo
set - rbarii -da- hd-lai 2 gu - na - A -p<i - ra - mi - ttd - sarii - ca - yd

nama loka-dhatuh ||
ndm-ina lo-va-da-va-ra ||

VAJRACCHEDIKA.

Evaiii maya srutam || Ekasmin samaye
Tta-tta mam-mci pyii-std || se-snye se-snye-ta

Bhagavan Sravastyarti
Gya-std-nd Gya-std-bra-ysd Srd-va-std lesira:i

viharati-sma Jetavane Anathapindasya
d-sta-vyd-ji-va Ri-spu-rci-bd-sra A-nu-tha-pi-ndi-lbd-ru,
[samgh-Jarame mahata bhiksu-samghena sardham

sam-kkye-rma * ini-std-7ia bi-lsd-gd-na ham-nsa
ardha-trayodasabhir=bhiksu-sataih sambahulais -ca

dvd-si pam-jsd5 sau d-sri-ryaw-jsa
B o d h i s a t t v a i r = m a h a s a t t v a i h || A t h a k h a l u . . . .

|| Tt% . . . Gya-std-nd

Bhagavan purv-ahna-kala-samaye nivasya
Gya-std-bra-ysd bru-ha-kd . . . na-vd-ysye

patra-clvaram adaya Sravastim mahanagarlih
pd-tta-rd ci-va-ra pa-na-nd,-ti Srd-va-sta mi-std-ki-tha
pindaya praviksat ||
pi-ndd tram-da ||

A. F. RUDOLF HOERNLE.
WIESBADEN.

May 16, 1910.

1 The consonant of this syllable is broken away.
2 The Eastern Turkestani version here seems to follow a different

Sanskrit text; for sa-rbath seems to point to Sanskrit sarva.
3 Ksl-ril would seem to represent Sanskrit pura or nagara, " town."
4 Sarii-khye-rma I take to represent samgharama, though the usual

Sanskrit text has only drama.
r> See n. 4, p. 837.
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